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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

With the rapid development of information technology, customers not only shop online—they also post reviews on social media. This user-generated content (UGC) can be useful to understand customers' shopping experiences and influence future customers' purchase intentions. Therefore, business intelligence and analytics are increasingly being advocated as a way to analyze customers' UGC in social media and support firms' marketing activities. However, because of its open structure, UGC such as customer reviews can be difficult to analyze, and firms find it challenging to harness UGC. To fill this gap, this study aims to examine customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward attributes of hotel products and services based on online customer textual reviews. Using a text mining approach, latent semantic analysis (LSA), we identify the key attributes driving customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward hotel products and service attributes. Additionally, using a regression approach, we examine the effects of travel purposes, hotel types, star level, and editor recommendations on customers' perceptions of attributes of hotel products and services. This study bridges customer online textual reviews with customers' perceptions to help business managers better understand customers' needs through UGC.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology, customers not only shop online—they also post reviews on social media. This information created based on social media platforms is often referred to as user-generated content (UGC). UGC can help reduce the perceived risk of online shopping before customers make purchasing decisions (Ladhari & Michaud, 2015). UGC also provides opportunities for firms to receive customer feedback and improve corresponding attributes of products and services, generating critical business value (Habibi, Laroche, & Richard, 2014; Sui, Sun, Hajli, & Love, 2015; Wang, Hsiao, Yang, & Hajli, 2016; Xie, Zhang, & Zhang, 2014). Therefore, business intelligence and analytics (BI & A) is increasingly advocated to analyze UGC and support firms' marketing activities.

BI & A has become increasingly important for firms' profit and operations. Using effective BI & A, firms can reduce their marketing costs by better understanding customer preferences and implementing market segmentation (Wixom & Watson, 2010). It is predicted that, in the United States alone, there will be a shortage of 140,000 to 190,000 professionals with deep analytical skills by 2018 (Manyika et al., 2011). However, UGC such as online customer textual reviews is often in open form and has no structural restrictions. Therefore, although UGC includes richer information regarding customer purchasing experiences and perceptions (Berezina, Bilgihan, Cobanoglu, & Okumus, 2016) than customer ratings, it is quite challenging for firms to apply BI & A and harness UGC. As a result, the value of UGC is insufficiently discovered and analyzed, and firms find it challenging to generate marketing insights regarding what aspects of products or services make customers feel satisfied or dissatisfied based on UGC.

The numerous customer online reviews posted on social media and online shopping websites have sped up the demand for big data analytics and corresponding techniques. Dealing with unstructured texts is among one of the biggest challenges of big data analytics (Gandomi & Haider, 2015). Sentiment analysis is often used to mine customers' sentiments from their online reviews (Schumaker, Jarmoszko, & Labedz, 2016). Sentiment analysis can detect the implicit expressions of customers' emotions in their texts (Balahur, Hermida, & Montoyo, 2012). To further examine customer online reviews, our study focuses on examining customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
Although customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction have been well examined in previous literature, few studies have discussed customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction using customers’ online textual reviews (Xiang, Schwartz, Gerdes, & Uysal, 2015). In these few studies, descriptive methods such as frequency analysis and content analysis are most often used (e.g., Li, Ye, & Law, 2013). Therefore, more studies are needed to explore how to better utilize UGC to capture customers’ insights and bridge the gap between customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction and UGC.

With the hospitality industry as its context, the objective of this study is to analyze UGC to identify key attributes driving customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward hotel products and service attributes and to examine the effect of travel purposes, hotels types, star level, and editor recommendations on customers’ perceptions of attributes of hotel products and services offered by hotels with different types. This study has two research questions. First, what are the key attributes driving customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction, which are reflected in customer reviews posted on online booking websites (booking.com in this study), toward hotel products and service attributes? To answer this question, our study conducts latent semantic analysis (LSA), a text mining approach, to analyze online customer textual reviews from booking.com. We selected LSA because this technique is helpful in extracting and representing human nature words (Kulkarni, Apte, & Evangelopoulos, 2014). We consider positive online reviews to indicate customer satisfaction and negative online reviews to indicate customer dissatisfaction. Thus, the attributes driving customer satisfaction are mined from positive reviews, and the attributes driving customer dissatisfaction are mined from negative reviews. Second, what are the effects of travel purposes, hotels types, star level, and editor recommendation on customers’ perceptions of attributes of hotel products and services? To answer this question, our study conducts regression based on textual reviews.

Our study makes important contributions that benefit both researchers and business practitioners. Academically, our study bridges research gaps in online customer textual reviews by reflecting customers’ perceptions of attributes of products and services. To process the textual data, our study combines text mining and regression methods to extract and represent customer consumption experiences and perceptions. Our study thus contributes to previous BI&A literature by proposing a new approach to capture consumer perceptions. Previous studies mainly used customer ratings to examine their satisfaction with preset questions reflecting certain attributes of products and services (e.g., Schuckert, Liu, & Law, 2015). By using LSA and regression based on customer textual reviews, our study can thoroughly examine customer perceptions of attributes of products and services through detailed consumption experiences. In this way, firms can practically identify relevant product and services attributes leading to customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction as well as how customers’ perceptions of those attributes are influenced by firms’ market positioning and strategies. Those results can thus provide these firms with a roadmap for improving service quality and firm performance and for better targeting the market by implementing appropriate market positioning and strategies.

The rest of our study is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature; Section 3 discusses the theoretical background and develops the hypotheses; Section 4 describes the research method; Section 5 analyzes the data and presents the results; Section 6 discusses the results; Section 7 provides implications, limitations, and opportunities for future studies; and Section 8 concludes the study.

2. Literature review

2.1. Business intelligence and analytics

BI&A is referred to as “the techniques, technologies, systems, practices, methodologies, and applications that analyze critical business data to help an enterprise better understand its business and market and make timely business decisions” (Chen, Chiang, & Storey, 2012). BI&A was initially used to focus on structured data stored in commercial relational database management systems. Since the 2000s, Web 2.0-based systems such as social media have generated a large amount of unstructured UGC, resulting in great opportunities and challenges for BI&A.

Recent BI&A literature has begun to understand how to better analyze and harness UGC on social media. For example, Chau and Xu (2012) developed a framework to automatically collect and analyze blog content. Park, Huh, Oh, and Han (2012) proposed a social-network-driven inference framework to determine the accuracy and reliability of customer profiles. He, Zha, and Li (2013) applied text mining to analyze text content on the Facebook and Twitter sites of the pizza chains. More recently, Wang et al. (in press) conducted a content analysis of 26 big data implementation cases in health care and identified five major big data analytics capabilities and potential benefits. These studies made important progress regarding how to analyze and harness data on social media.

However, conducting BI&A is still challenging because of the lack of widely adopted methods for effectively analyzing and harnessing data on social media. The value of social media data has thus been insufficiently explored to support marketing activities. Therefore, more BI&A studies are needed to examine how to analyze social media data and capture consumer perception of UGC, as well as understand how BI&A can help create business value. Our study tries to fill this gap by using text mining to analyze social media data. With LSA and regression, our method can bridge customers’ online textual reviews and customer perceptions and generate important marketing insights for business practitioners. Our study particularly focuses on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward particular attributes of products and services.

2.2. Customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Although customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction have been widely examined in previous hospitality literature (e.g., Gu & Ye, 2014; Matzler & Sauerwein, 2002; Sim, Mak, & Jones, 2006), few studies treat them separately (Zhou, Ye, Pearce, & Wu, 2014), despite the fact that customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction are different constructs (Chowdhary & Prakash, 2005). Specifically, most studies use the overall satisfaction score to measure customer satisfaction and do not differentiate low satisfaction from dissatisfaction. Indeed, according to the two-factor theory (Matzler & Sauerwein, 2002), customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction can coexist. Some factors, such as excitement factors, can generate customer satisfaction at a high level but do not result in customer dissatisfaction at a low level. Other factors, such as basic factors, can generate customer dissatisfaction at a low level but may not result in customer satisfaction at a high level. To better illustrate the different formation mechanisms of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction, our study views customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction separately and identifies their corresponding influential factors.

In terms of methodologies, most previous studies use surveys to examine customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Although surveys can obtain first-hand data, they may not allow researchers to identify all of the product and service attributes that affect customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. To avoid the limitations of the survey method, our study uses customer online textual reviews, a specific type of UGC, to examine customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction, which have received little attention in previous literature (Xiang et al., 2015; Berezina et al., 2016). Online textual reviews reflect customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction in a more inclusive and comprehensive way because of their open structure, the availability of big data samples, and the anonymity of respondents. Therefore, our study can complement previous literature by examining customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward attributes of products and services with online customer textual reviews.
2.3. **Customer online textual reviews**

Although previous studies on customer reviews has mainly focused on customer ratings (e.g., Schuckert et al., 2015), recent studies have begun to pay more attention to textual reviews (Xiang et al., 2015). Analyzing textual reviews can provide deeper insights than exploring customer general experiences and overall satisfaction. The content of textual review studies includes customer complaints, experiences, and satisfaction (Lee and Hu, 2005; Xiang et al., 2015) and firms’ responses toward the textual reviews (Gu & Ye, 2014). Customer online textual reviews show customer experiences in a more detailed way because of their open structure and can therefore reflect customer perceptions more accurately (Berezina et al., 2016). These reviews thus give rise to the electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) effect, which influences future online customers’ purchasing intentions (Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). Previous literature has mainly used content analysis and frequency analysis to analyze textual reviews (e.g., Li et al., 2013). To better harness customer textual reviews, our study applies LSA and examines positive and negative textual reviews separately to identify specific attributes of hotel products and services leading to customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

2.4. **Sentiment analysis in big data analytics**

With the fast development of big data, big data analytics has become another significant component of BI & A (Chen et al., 2012). According to Russom (2011), “Big data analytics is where advanced analytic techniques operate on big data” (p. 8). Researchers believe that the combination of big data and analytics is the path from insights to value (LaValle, Lesser, Shockley, Hopkins, & Kruschwitz, 2011). Unstructured text, which is the focus in this study, is one of the most challenging formats of data in big data analytics (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). Six main types of big data analysis techniques have been used in previous studies: data mining, web mining, visualization methods, machine learning, optimization methods, and social network analysis (Yaqoob et al., 2016). This study can be clustered into the web mining category; we use LSA to analyze customer online reviews.

One of the most widely adopted BI & A techniques in analyzing big data of UGC is sentiment analysis (Pang & Lee, 2008). Sentiment analysis or, interchangeably, opinion mining, is “the computational study of people’s opinions, attitudes and emotions toward an entity” (Medhat, Hassan, & Korashy, 2014, p. 1093). The entity can represent individuals, events, products, or services. In practice, numerous companies have used sentiment analysis to develop marketing strategies by assessing and predicting public attitudes toward their brand (Cambria, Schuller, Xia, & Havasi, 2013).

Sentiment analysis is often used to analyze big data of UGC posted on both social media and online shopping websites. Regarding social media, Schumaker et al. (2016) focused on texts on Twitter using sentiment analysis to predict wins and spread in the premier league. Twitter is also used to extract and evaluate conversational patterns using sentiment analysis (Lipizzi, Iandoli, & Marquez, 2015). Meire, Ballings, and Van den Poel (2016) used sentiment analysis to analyze Facebook texts to explore the added value of auxiliary data such as user profile information. Regarding online booking/shopping websites, Salehan and Kim (2016) collected data from Amazon.com and used sentiment analysis to predict the readership and helpfulness of customer online reviews.

The sentiments mined from online customer reviews include positive and negative sentiments (Wang, Sun, Ma, Xu, & Gu, 2014). Positive sentiments include delight, joy, and satisfaction, and negative sentiments include anger, fear, guilt, sadness, frustration, and dissatisfaction (Balahur et al., 2012). In this study, we further examines customer online reviews posted on hotel booking websites and analyze customers’ satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward the various attributes of products and services. Our study contributes to previous literature by connecting customer online reviews with the various attributes of products and services offered by various types of hotels. In this way, the reasons for customers’ satisfaction/dissatisfaction are revealed. The business values of customer online reviews are thus significantly reflected because business can improve the corresponding product and service attributes based on the customers’ specific reviews regarding those attributes.

3. **Theoretical foundation and hypotheses development**

3.1. **Theoretical foundation**

The theoretical foundation of this study is expectation-disconfirmation theory. According to expectation-disconfirmation theory, customers compare their expectations with the perceived quality of products and services before consuming them. When the expectation is no greater than the perceived quality, customers are satisfied; otherwise, customers are dissatisfied (Oliver, 1980).

Customers’ expectations before consumption are influenced by many factors, including product- and service-provider-related factors and customer-related factors. In the context of online hotel booking, product- and service-provider-related factors can include hotel stars, editor recommendation, and hotel type. Those factors are referred to by online customers (Srinivasan, Anderson, & Ponnavolu, 2002) and influence customer expectations (Boulding, Kalra, Staelin, & Zeithaml, 1993).

Customer-related factors include customers’ areas of focus (Lohani, Lang, & Conboy, 2011). Customers can have different areas of focus regarding the attributes of products and services, depending on their own identities, requirements, information, and relationships with providers. In the context of online hotel booking, customers can book hotels for holidays or business purposes. Because of the different travel purposes, business and leisure travelers can have different areas of focus on the attributes of hotel products and services. Below, we develop hypotheses based on expectation-disconfirmation theory.

3.2. **Hypotheses development**

3.2.1. The influence of travel purpose on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Customers travel mainly for business or leisure purposes. Customers have different focuses on hotels’ products and services because their identities, requirements, and travel purposes are different. Business and leisure travelers emphasize different attributes of hotel products and services when they select hotels (Yavas & Babakus, 2005), pertaining to their expectations of the performance of hotel attributes (Chu & Choi, 2000). Therefore, business and leisure travelers have different evaluations and perceptions of the perceived quality of hotel products and services (Kashyap & Bejanic, 2000). Therefore, this study proposes the following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1a.** Travel purpose influences customer satisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

**Hypothesis 1b.** Travel purpose influences customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

3.2.2. The influence of hotel star level on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

The star level of hotel products and services indicates the quality and variability of the offered products and services. Higher star level hotels have higher room rates. The star level indicates the monetary value of the hotel’s product and services and influences customers’ expectations (Liu, Law, Rong, Li, & Hall, 2013). Customers expect higher obtained utility when they pay more. Therefore, higher room rates at higher star level hotels positively influence customer...
expectations of the attribute quality of hotel products and services and influence customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction (Anderson, Fornell, & Lehmann, 1994).

Lower star level hotels are typically considered budget hotels, while higher star level hotels are often thought of as luxury hotels. Customers staying in budget hotels often pay more attention to the functional value of the hotel products and service attributes, such as cleanliness, staff, and location (Ren, Qiu, Wang, & Lin, 2016). In comparison, customers staying in luxury hotels emphasize the hedonic value of hotel product and service attributes, such as luxury room amenities and additional services such as recreational services (Heo & Hyun, 2015). Therefore, different star levels of hotels have different perceived qualities among customers, which influences their perceptions. And so, this study proposes the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2a. Hotels’ star levels influence customer satisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

Hypothesis 2b. Hotels’ star levels influence customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

3.2.3. The influence of editor recommendation on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Many customers book hotels online. Online ratings and reviews from past customers and editors generate an eWOM effect, which influences online customers’ booking intentions (Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). The source of these reviews plays an important role in influencing customer expectation of hotels during the booking process (Zeithaml, Bitner, & Gremler, 2006). Because editor recommendations are not anonymous and written by professional people (i.e., well-known online travel entities), they are valued more by online customers compared with anonymous customer online reviews (Casalo, Flavian, Guinaliu, & Ekinci, 2015). Editor recommendations usually contain credible information about hotels and therefore enhance customer expectations and hotels’ attractiveness (Zhang, Ye, Law, & Li, 2010). Editor recommendations also indicate hotels’ reputation and goodwill, increasing customer trust toward the hotels (Fuller, Serva, & Benamati, 2007). All of these influence customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward hotels. Therefore, this study proposes the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3a. Editor recommendations influence customer satisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

Hypothesis 3b. Editor recommendations influence customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

3.2.4. The influence of hotel type on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Customers have different levels of familiarity toward hotels of different types in terms of individual hotels and chain hotels (Kandampully & Subhartanto, 2003). Chain hotels are more familiar to customers because of their brands, which tend to lead to customers’ more frequent visits and their loyalty (Kandampully & Subhartanto, 2003). The higher familiarity also enhances customers’ predictive expectations of the perceived performance of the hotels and thus influences disconfirmation and customer perception (Tam, 2008).

Chain hotels and individual hotels also have different organizational structures, which influences their operating efficiency (Botti, Bricic, & Cliquet, 2009). Compared with individual hotels, chain hotels have more standardized operating policies, which includes rules for daily operations, employee training, and technology applications (Yeung & Law, 2004). Individual hotels have more customized products and services with a higher variation in quality standards, which generate differences in customers’ perceived quality (Haktanir & Harris, 2005). Therefore, this study proposes the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4a. Hotel type influences customer satisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

Hypothesis 4b. Hotel type influences customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services.

4. Methodology

To achieve the objectives of this study, researchers need to (a) identify the most prominent hotel attributes associated with customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction and (b) to quantify the extent to which a customer is satisfied or dissatisfied with these identified attributes. The traditional methods used to achieve these objectives include gap analysis (Parasuraman, Berry, & Zeithaml, 1991; Teas, 1993), linear regression (Cronin & Taylor, 1994), conjoint analysis (Danaher, 1997), and content analysis (Torres & Kline, 2013). However, these methods rely on self-completion hotel customer satisfaction surveys (Danaher, 1997) or customer letters (Torres & Kline, 2013) to collect data. These methods require researchers to identify the service attributes subjectively.

This study, instead, uses an enormous amount of online textual reviews as its data source. The online review data are then analyzed using LSA and text regression. The following sections describe the details of the data collection and data analysis process.

4.1. Data collection

The online customer review data were collected from the world’s largest third-party hotel booking website, booking.com (Gössling & Lane, 2015). The website provides hotel room reservations and other travel-related services, and it also allows customers to rate and review the hotels they stay in. Over the years, booking.com has accumulated an enormous amount of UGC, which serves as an ideal data source for this study. Another reason we selected booking.com as the data source for this study is that it verifies customers' input—only customers who have booked rooms on booking.com are allowed to post ratings and reviews, which ensures the authenticity of the UGC.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of customer online textual review webpage on Booking.com.
Moreover, we used booking.com as our data source because it requests customers to post their positive and negative reviews simultaneously, but separately, as shown in Fig. 1. This can help us to find factors of customer satisfaction from positive reviews and factors of customer dissatisfaction from negative reviews separately. We also hope that posting both positive and negative reviews can address customers’ cognitive bias toward negative reviews.

Customers are asked to post their positive textual comments and negative comments separately, as shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, booking.com also collects information on customers’ travel purpose (business trip vs. leisure trip), as shown in Fig. 1, and the hotel’s star level, editor recommendation, and hotel type, as shown in Fig. 2.

Referring to Xiang et al. (2015)’s sampling methodology, we collected online customer reviews from hotels in the 100 largest U.S. cities based on the U.S. Census Bureau population estimate (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). These cities include New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, and 96 other cities. For each city, we filtered the hotels according to their star levels (star level from 0 to 5). Then, for each star level, we generated two random numbers, a and b, between 1–20 and collected review sample a for hotel b according to the review position and the hotel position listed on booking.com. We repeated this process for six times for each star level of hotels in each city. Reviews with missing values were excluded. Eventually, we collected 3596 data records. The demographics of customers whose reviews were analyzed are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows the nationality and travel purpose of customers whose reviews are analyzed. Regarding nationalities, we present countries that have 10 or more customers whose reviews were analyzed. As Table 1 shows, our samples are from 20 of these countries, with most samples from the United States. Regarding travel purpose, around four-fifths of the customers were on leisure trips while around one-fifth were on business trips.

4.2. LSA and regression method

Text mining is a significant technique in business intelligence (Gao, Chang, & Han, 2005; McKnight, 2005). Text mining refers to the process of extracting useful, meaningful, and nontrivial information from unstructured text to overcome information overload (Netzer, Feldman, Goldenberg, & Fresko, 2012). Traditional business intelligence has mainly focused on structural data; however, beginning around 2000, more and more researchers have argued that text mining is a powerful extension of business intelligence (Sullivan, 2000). The specific text mining method used in this study is a well-accepted text mining technique called LSA (Li & Joshi, 2012; Lin et al., in press). LSA is an algebraic-statistical method that can detect the underlying topical structure of a document corpus and extract the hidden semantic structures of words and sentences (Evangelopoulos, 2011). LSA, also called latent semantic indexing (LSI), was first proposed by a group of computer scientists at Bell Communication Research, University of Chicago, and University of Western, who developed the method for retrieving information from text. LSA was designed to overcome the limitations of the conventional vector retrieval method or vector space model (Lochbaum and Streeter, 1989). Different from the vector space model, in which text documents are mapped in a multidimensional vector space literally constructed from the vocabulary of text documents, LSA constructs vector space using dimension reduction techniques such as singular value decomposition (SVD) and maps the text documents in the higher-order vector space. This approach partially overcomes the problem of variability in human word choices in the vector space model. Thus, LSA is more appropriate for information retrieval (Dumais, 1992). The higher-order vector space is also a semantic structure, and so LSA allows information retrieval at the semantic level rather than syntax level (Dumais, 1992). In the previous literature, LSA has been applied to enormous areas such as search engines (Berry & Browne, 2005), recommendation systems (Resnick & Varian, 1997), image retrieval (La Cascia, Sethi, & Sclaroff, 1998), speech recognition (Bellegarda, 2000), facial image processing (Hayashi, Yasumoto, Ito, & Koshimizu, 2001), and video retrieval (Liu & Chen, 2007).

Following the well-established text mining procedures discussed in prior studies (Kulkarni et al., 2014), this study applied LSA in three steps: preprocessing, term frequency matrix transformation, and SVD. For preprocessing, we followed the procedure discussed in prior studies (Sidorova, Evangelopoulos, Valacich, & Ramakrishnan, 2008). We tokenized the customer reviews and removed stop words such as “and,” “the,” “is,” and “are.” We removed the single character tokens and the tokens that only existed in one review, then applied the stemming method to get to the root of the token. N-gram algorithm was applied to identify phrases (e.g., comfortable room, friendly staff, or walking distance). This step resulted in a two-term frequency matrix, one for positive reviews with more than 1000 tokens and one for negative reviews with more than 1500 tokens.

The second step was term frequency matrix transformation. In this step, we applied the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting method (Hubsands, Simon, & Ding, 2001). Term frequency \( (t f_j) \) is calculated as \( t f_j = \frac{n_i}{N} \), where \( n_i \) is the number of occurrences of token \( i \) in document \( j \), and \( n_{ij} \) is the total number of tokens in document \( j \). The IDF is calculated as \( \text{IDF}_j = \log \left( \frac{N}{n_{ij}} \right) \), where \( N \) is the
number of documents in the database and $df_j$ is the frequency of documents that have the token $j$. Finally, the weight of each token in each review is calculated as $w_{ij}$, where $w_{ij} = tf_{ij} \times idf_j$. This weighting method is widely adopted in text mining studies and LSA studies (Sidorova et al., 2008).

The third step, SVD, was the dimension reduction algorithm. SVD decomposes the TF-IDF weighted matrix, denoted as matrix $A$, into the production of three matrices: an orthogonal matrix $U$, a diagonal matrix $S$, and the transpose of an orthogonal matrix $V$. That is, $A = U S V^\top$, where $U^T U = I$ and $V V^\top = I$. The columns of $V$ are orthonormal eigenvectors of $A A^\top$; the columns of $U$ are orthonormal eigenvectors of $A^\top A$; and $S$ is a diagonal $m \times n$ matrix containing the square roots of eigenvalues from $U$ or $V$ in descending order. The computation of SVD is discussed in the prior literature, such as in Golub and Reinsch (1970), Klema and Laub (1980), and Baker (2005).

LSA generates three matrices: a document-by-term matrix, a term-by-factor matrix, and a singular value matrix. The singular values in the singular value matrix indicate the significance of the factors—the significance of the identified hotel attributes. The specific hotel attributes for each factor require researchers to look into the document-by-term matrix and the term-by-factor matrix. In accordance with prior studies (Evangelopoulos, 2011), we associated each factor with its high-loading terms and documents in the document-by-term matrix and the term-by-factor matrix to assist this process.

Regression was then applied to conduct the remaining part of the data analysis. Prior studies showed that dimension reduction techniques such as the LSA in this study significantly enhance text regression performance (Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2012). After finding the factors of customers’ online positive and negative textual evaluation, we conducted regression using vector space (Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2014). The independent variables were the four dummy variables showing travelers’ purposes, hotel star, editor recommendation, and hotel type. Business travelers were coded as 1, and leisure travelers were coded as 0. Lower star level hotels (those with 1, 2, and 3 stars) were coded as 0, and higher-star level hotels (4 and 5 stars) were coded as 1. Previous studies found that hotels with four stars or above have different characteristics in pricing, hedonic function, size, distance to attractions, and availability of parking spaces compared with hotels with three stars or fewer (Espinet, Saez, Coenders, & Fluvia, 2003; Heo & Hyun, 2015). The hotels with four or more stars are often considered as luxury hotels, while the hotels with three or less stars are usually considered as economy hotels (Huang, Wang, & Wang, 2015). This is why we coded hotels with three or fewer stars in one category and hotels with four or more stars in the other category.

Editor-recommended hotels are coded as 1; otherwise, they were coded as 0. Chain hotels are coded as 1, and individual hotels are coded as 0. Each regression has one dependent variable: the coordinate of each review vector space on each positive/negative factor. A higher loading shows that the corresponding customer’s online review has a higher relevance (e.g., there is more detail about one particular attribute compared with other attributes) for the corresponding attribute (shown by the factor). The methodology of text mining and regression is summarized in Fig. 3.

5. Results

5.1. Factors of customers’ positive evaluations

The factors of customers’ positive evaluations of hotels are identified in the LSA, as shown in Table 2. The LSA results indicate that these top factors cover over 95% of all unique terms and reviews. For each factor, we selected the top 10 terms as the high-loading terms from more than 4000 terms contained in each of the factors. A singular value reflects the extent of the factor’s explanation of the variance (Baker, 2005). A higher singular value indicates that the corresponding factor is more significant when measured by more words and phrases in customer online reviews that reflect the corresponding factor. Four positive factors are identified: friendly staff, comfortable room, good location, and good value.

5.2. Factors of customers’ negative evaluations

As above, the factors of customers’ negative evaluations toward hotels are identified in the LSA, as shown in Table 3. Five negative factors are identified: low value, uncomfortable and dirty rooms, unfriendly and inefficient staff, amenities and facility issues, and operations issues.

5.3. Results of regressions

In the nine regressions, the independent variables are the four dummy variables showing travelers’ purpose, hotel stars, editor recommendations, and hotel type; the dependent variable is the corresponding positive/negative factor. The regression model is shown in Formula (1):

$$f\text{ (Attributes)} = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1\text{(Purpose)} + \alpha_2\text{(Star)} + \alpha_3\text{(Recommendation)} + \alpha_4\text{(Type)} \tag{1}$$

*Nine attributes in total, which include four positive attributes (friendly staff, comfortable room, good location, good values) and five negative attributes (low value, uncomfortable and dirty room, unfriendly and inefficient staff, amenities and facility issues, operations issues).

*Coding: leisure travelers = 0, business travelers = 1; low star level hotels = 0, high star level hotels = 1; editor nonrecommended hotels = 0, editor recommended hotels = 1; individual hotels = 0, chain hotels = 1.

Variance inflation factor (VIF) of all independent variables is smaller than 3, which indicates that multicollinearity is probably not an issue (Neto, Bloemhof, & Corbett, 2016). The regressions results are presented in Tables 4 and 5. We find that hotel star level is a significantly influential factor for customers’ satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward all specific attributes. Editor recommendation is negatively related to customer dissatisfaction toward operation issues. Hotel type has negative effects on customer dissatisfaction toward unfriendly and inefficient staff. The rest of the relationships between dummy variables and customers’ perceptions of specific attributes are not significant. Comparatively, more influential factors are found for customer dissatisfaction toward specific attributes than customer satisfaction.

6. Discussion

This study aims to identify customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward attributes of hotel products and services as well as effects of travel purposes, hotel types, star level, and editor recommendation on customers’ perceptions of attributes of hotel products and services by analyzing online customer textual reviews. Using text mining and regression, our study shows that four factors (i.e., friendly staff, comfortable room, good location, and good value) significantly influence customers’ satisfaction, and five factors (i.e., low value, uncomfortable and dirty room, unfriendly and inefficient staff, amenities and facility issues, and operations issues) significantly influence customers’ dissatisfaction. Further, hotel star level significantly influences customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward all attributes. Editor recommendation is negatively related to customer dissatisfaction toward operation issues. The hotel type has a negative effect on customer dissatisfaction toward unfriendly and inefficient staff.
6.1. The influence of travel purposes on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Our results do not support hypotheses 1a and 1b. Table 4 shows that travel purpose does not significantly influence customer satisfaction toward the attributes of staff, room, location, and value. Table 5 indicates that travel purpose does not significantly influence customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of value, room, staff, amenities and facility, and operations issues. A possible reason for this finding is that although business and leisure travelers have different requirements (Yavas & Babakus, 2005) and focus on different attributes of hotel products and services, each attribute has a combined value that balances both types of travelers’ requirements. For example, hotels often offer various types of guest rooms. Some rooms with additional functional amenities and facilities are targeted to business travelers, while other rooms with city or ocean views are targeted to leisure travelers. Thus, although business and leisure travelers have different focuses on each attribute, their satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward this particular attribute is similar.

6.2. The influence of hotel’s star level on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Our results fully support hypotheses 2a and 2b. A hotel’s star level significantly influences customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward every attribute of hotel product and services. Results from Table 4 indicate that customers staying in higher star level hotels have lower satisfaction toward each attribute of hotel products and services. Therefore, although higher star level hotels typically offer higher-quality products and services, customers also have higher expectation toward their products and services because of the higher costs they incur. Such paid higher cost influences the expectation-disconfirmation relationship and reduces customer satisfaction toward higher star level hotels.

Regarding customer dissatisfaction, as shown in Table 5, customers staying in luxury hotels are more dissatisfied toward the associated value, consistent with the findings from the previous literature (Gumasta, Kumar Gupta, Benyoucef, & Tiwari, 2011). This shows that the perceived extra utility of higher star level hotels products and services may not match the higher costs incurred. Regarding the attributes of room, staff, amenities and facility, and operations issues, customers staying in lower star level hotels are more dissatisfied toward them. The reason is that lower star level hotels typically offer products and services with lower quality, less variety, and less professionalism and therefore incur customer dissatisfaction and complaints.

6.3. The influence of editor recommendation on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Our results do not support hypothesis 3a and only partially support hypothesis 3b. Customers staying in editor-recommended hotels and non-editor-recommended hotels have similar satisfaction levels regarding most attributes of hotel products and services. Although editor-recommended hotels typically have higher-quality products and services, customers have higher expectations based on the additional information provided by the editor recommendation. Therefore, the comparison between perceived quality and expectation is similar to non-editor-recommended hotels. Similar logic can be applied to customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services, with one exception: customers staying in editor-recommended hotels have less dissatisfaction toward operations issues. One possible explanation is that operations performance is one of the most critical criteria to be evaluated during the editor recommendation process. Operations performance is easier to improve compared with other attributes with higher costs such as physical settings of guest rooms. Therefore, editor-recommended hotels typically have fewer operations.

---

Table 2: Factors of customer satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Interpretations (Labels)</th>
<th>Singular Values</th>
<th>High-Loading Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1</td>
<td>Friendly Staff</td>
<td>3.355</td>
<td>help_staff, friendly_staff, staff, great, staff, excel, friendli_staff, desk_staff, great_help, front_desk_staff, extrem_help, clean_bed, room_clean, comfort, nice_clean, bed_pillow, comfort, clean, room, great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 2</td>
<td>Comfortable Room</td>
<td>3.130</td>
<td>clean_clean, comf, room_clean, comfort, nice_clean, bed_pillow, comfort, room, spaciou, bedroom, comfort_clean, clean, bed, room, great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 3</td>
<td>Good Location</td>
<td>3.065</td>
<td>conveni_locat, river, beach, locat_airport, attract, locat_citi, like_conveni, locat_highway, good_locat, excel_locat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 4</td>
<td>Good Value</td>
<td>2.924</td>
<td>reason_price, good_price, good_valu, price_good, monei, rate, valu, valu_monei, good, valu, monei, price_reason, reason_rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and services failures compared with non-recommended hotels, resulting in less customer dissatisfaction (Lee, Sing, & Chan, 2011).

6.4. The influence of hotel type on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Our results do not support hypothesis 4a and only partially support hypothesis 4b. Customers staying in chain hotels and individual hotels have similar satisfaction toward each attribute of hotel products and services. One possible reason is that many branded hotel chains franchise previously individual hotels to use their brands, which reduces the differences in product and service quality between individual hotels and chain hotels. Similar logic can be applied to customer dissatisfaction toward the attributes of hotel products and services with the only exception being that customers staying in chain hotels have less dissatisfaction toward unfriendly and inefficient staff. One possibility is that chain hotels have standards regarding policies and implementation of employee training (Yeung & Law, 2004). However, for individual hotels, because of higher variation services and less employee training, customers may feel more dissatisfied with certain staffs’ attitude and behaviors.

7. Implications, limitations, and opportunities for future studies

7.1. Theoretical implications

Our study makes three important theoretical contributions. First, by analyzing online customer textual reviews with LSA, our study provides better understanding regarding customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward attributes of hotel products and services. Instead of only focusing on overall customer satisfaction, our study examines customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction separately. Using LSA, our study identifies specific attributes contributing to customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Specifically, our analyses show that friendly staff, comfortable room, good location, and good value significantly influence customers’ satisfaction, while low value, uncomfortable and dirty room, unfriendly and inefficient staff, amenities and facility issues, and operations issues significantly affect customers’ dissatisfaction. Thus, with LSA, our study is able to identify relevant product and service attributes affecting customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction in the context of hospitality and avoid missing important attributes. Thus, our study bridges customer online textual reviews with their perceptions. These results complement the previous literature on customer satisfaction, and future studies can further validate our results through surveys.

Second, our study applies regression to examine how various hotel and customer factors influence customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward attributes identified through LSA. Based on expectation-disconfirmation theory, we argue that customers probably feel satisfied when the perceived quality meets their expectations; otherwise, they may feel dissatisfied. Here customers’ expectations are influenced by service-provider and customer-related factors. In the context of hospitality, we identify four relevant factors: hotel stars, editor recommendation, hotel type, and purpose. Our results show that hotel stars have significant effects on all attributes related to customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction, while editor recommendation and hotel type have effects on certain attributes related to customer dissatisfaction. These results clarify the role of service-provider and customer-related factors on customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction and provide further insights regarding the formation mechanisms of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

Third, in this study, we find that star level is the most important factor influencing both customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward various attributes of products and services. This extends the three-factor theory (Füller & Matzler, 2008) that incorporates basic factors, excitement factors, and performance factors. Basic factors only influence customer dissatisfaction, and excitement factors only influence customer satisfaction; performance factors, however, affect both customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The good performance of these factors generates customer satisfaction, while poor performance stirs customer dissatisfaction. The three-factor theory in previous studies has been used to examine the influential factors of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction from the product and service attributes perspective, but this study examines influential factors from the hotel perspective. We find that hotels’ star levels are a performance factor in hotel properties, and this factor influences both customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Our results show that the star level is negatively related to both customer satisfaction toward comfortable room and customer dissatisfaction toward uncomfortable and dirty room. One possible reason is that higher star level hotels have higher standards and implement more efforts and costs in improving various product and service attributes, which lowers customer dissatisfaction. However, the higher star level creates higher expectation, and the higher charges arouse the customers’ need to receive more utilities to facilitate equal exchange. This stimulates the possibilities of lowering customer satisfaction toward various product and service attributes.

### Table 3
Factors of customer dissatisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Interpretations (Labels)</th>
<th>Singular Values</th>
<th>High-Loading Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1</td>
<td>Low Value</td>
<td>3.690</td>
<td>expens, expens_park, breakfast_expens, bit_expens, room_expens, room_price, expens_room, resort_fee, money, room_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 2</td>
<td>Uncomfortable and Dirty Room</td>
<td>3.427</td>
<td>discomfort, bed_uncomfort, sleep, sheet, room_dirti, pillow_soft, bed_soft, mattress, room_uncomfort, bed_old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 3</td>
<td>Unfriendly and Inefficient Staff</td>
<td>3.314</td>
<td>rude, staff_rude, person, desk_clerk, front_desk_clerk, clerk, unfriendly, staff_unfriendly, manag_rude, rude_unhelp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 4</td>
<td>Amenities and Facility Issues</td>
<td>3.207</td>
<td>Wi-fi, internet, lobby, tv, update, outdated, air_condition, facil, hotel_bit_date, renov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 5</td>
<td>Operations Issues</td>
<td>3.183</td>
<td>smoke, smell_smoke, room_smell, reserv, shower_terribl, dark, loud, wait_park, noisy_pool, alarm_kept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Regressions of positive attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Friendly Staff</th>
<th>Comfortable Room</th>
<th>Good Location</th>
<th>Good Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>α₀</td>
<td>0.008***</td>
<td>0.008***</td>
<td>0.002***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>α₁</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>α₂</td>
<td>0.034**</td>
<td>0.035**</td>
<td>0.036**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>α₃</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>α₄</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The methodologies applied in this study—LSA and regression—provide efficient approaches for future research on online customer textual reviews. LSA and regression methodology can efficiently extract and represent customers’ perceptions from their reviews and thus can be used to examine the perceived quality of products and services.

Our study contributes to BI & A literature by providing an approach for future studies to examine customer perceptions from textual reviews. Our study also enriches existing customer satisfaction studies by providing a new perspective through our data source, research methodologies, and discussion of factors influencing customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

### 7.2. Managerial implications

Our study also has important managerial implications for business practitioners. Online textual reviews have business values that are reflected in their generated eWOM and influence customer purchase intention and demand (Xie et al., 2014). Online textual reviews can provide a way for businesses to understand customer needs and improve their products and services. Compared with customer ratings, online textual reviews can show more details about customers’ consumption experiences and customer perceptions because of their open structure. Thus, managers can obtain more insights regarding customers’ expectations and needs and their perceived quality of product and services.

This study provides a way for business managers to use online textual reviews. The different factors of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction identified by LSA help managers understand the different generation mechanisms of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction and therefore to set up priorities to enhance customer overall satisfaction and implement service recovery actions to alleviate customer dissatisfaction.

When hotels try to lower customer dissatisfaction and avoid negative reviews posted by customers, they can focus on the five factors shown in Table 3. Similarly, when hotels aim to enhance customer satisfaction and increase positive reviews, they can focus on the factors shown in Table 2. The singular values shown in Tables 2 and 3 indicate the importance of each factor. Given the limited resources of businesses, hotels can use our results to set priorities for each attribute and create a roadmap to increase their performance. In addition to online textual reviews and survey e-mails, feedback cards can also be combined to identify specific areas that need further improvement.

Businesses can also utilize the eWOM generated by customer online reviews (Cantallos & Salvi, 2014). Businesses can advocate the advantages of their products and services mentioned in customer online reviews and use the favorable online textual reviews as successful cases for marketing. Managers can also examine customer online textual reviews using our method in different time periods and thus find ways to improve each product and service attribute and how customers’ perceptions change over time. This can also provide feedback of businesses’ performance improvements and guidelines for future improvements.

Further, results from our regression analysis can help managers better understand the key factors influencing customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Different hotels, depending on the star level, type, and other factors, target different customers. Hotels can implement market segmentation strategies to identify different needs from customers with different travel purposes and demographics. In this way, they can better serve customers. Our results show that star level has significant effects on all attributes from customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Therefore, hotels need to improve their star levels for their products and services such that customers feel more satisfied toward the attributes of these products and services. Moreover, we find that customers’ dissatisfaction toward operations issues is significantly higher toward non-editor-recommended hotels compared with editor-recommended hotels, and customers’ dissatisfaction toward the behaviors and attitudes of staff is significantly higher toward individual hotels compared with chain hotels. Therefore, businesses might need to enhance certain criteria for its operations and employee training and learn lessons from benchmarking companies, such as chain hotels that have stronger reputations and brand effects. Improving product and service attributes to obtain accreditation and certification (e.g., a third-party recommendation) can be an approach to alleviate customer dissatisfaction efficiently.

### 7.3. Limitations and opportunities for future studies

Our study only collected data from one source. Although booking.com is the world’s largest third-party hotel booking website and provides sufficient customer reviews, our results may be limited and should thus be interpreted cautiously. Additionally, this study does not distinguish between environmental variables such as customer nationality or hotel region. This study incorporated customers from various countries and hotels in various cities in the same model with no differentiation. A comparative study that examines customers’ nationalities and hotels in different regions would be particularly useful.

Additionally, future studies can extend our study through the following ways. First, customer overall satisfaction from online customer reviews can be studied. A comparison between customer overall satisfaction found in customer ratings and customer textual reviews can be conducted. Second, this study focuses on mining customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward various products and service attributes from customer online reviews. It is possible that customer online reviews cannot reflect all factors (i.e., products and service attributes) that influence customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Future studies can also examine the determinants of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction from other sources such as customer comments cards, interviews with customers, surveys, and so on. Third, other types of customer perception such as customer loyalty, customer familiarity, and customer willingness to pay can also be examined through online customer reviews. More product and service attributes can also be
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### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Low Value</th>
<th>Uncomfortable and Dirty Room</th>
<th>Unfriendly and Inefficient Staff</th>
<th>Amenities and Facility Issues</th>
<th>Operations Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Variables</td>
<td>Coefficient Parameter</td>
<td>Coefficient Estimates</td>
<td>Coefficient Estimates</td>
<td>Coefficient Estimates</td>
<td>Coefficient Estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept α₀</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose α₁</td>
<td>-0.032*</td>
<td>-0.036**</td>
<td>-0.032*</td>
<td>-0.029*</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star α₂</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation α₃</td>
<td>-0.039*</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type α₄</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Conclusion

Our study identified the key attributes driving customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward hotel products and services and examined effects of travel purposes, hotel types, star level, and editor recommendation on customers’ perceptions of attributes of hotel products and services. We found four key attributes that drive customer satisfaction (i.e., staff, room, location, and value), and five key attributes that affect customer dissatisfaction (i.e., value, room, staff, amenities and facility, and operations issues). Additionally, our results showed that customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction toward attributes of products and services are significantly different among hotels with different star levels. Our study contributed to the B&I literature by providing a text mining and regression approach to analyze online customer textual reviews, thus providing insights for business managers to use online customer textual reviews and examine customer perceptions.
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